
2016 HSC RESULTS

MAZAL TOV TO THE CLASS OF 2016

• Five All Round Achievers
• 20% of students with ATARs above 95 
• 9th in the State in Business Studies
• School ranking: 38th in the State (top 6% of all schools)

ALL ROUND ACHIEVERS
All Round Achievers scored a Band 6 result for 10 or more units

ATAR: 95.60 ATAR: 97.10

Joshua 
Rosenwax

ATAR: 97.90

Sara 
Ehrlich

Holly 
Lipman
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ATAR: 99.00 

Ryan 
Shenfield

ATAR: 97.75

Dana 
Rutner



RYAN SHENFIELD – DUX OF THE SCHOOL
INQUISITIVE AND TALENTED ACADEMIC
2016: Awards for Ancient History, Chemistry, Physics, 
Mathematics Extension 2
Year entered Emanuel: 2004 ATAR: 99.00

Ryan has a love of learning and is 
self-motivated with an exemplary work 
ethic. His positive attitude towards his 
studies and ability to understand complex 
concepts have translated into exceptional 
academic results. One of his teachers 
commented on his ability to make 
connections and apply his knowledge 
to unfamiliar situations to solve complex 
problems. 

Ryan accelerated in Mathematics and in 2015 achieved full 
marks in his Mathematics (2 Unit) HSC Examination. He also 
excelled in his Mathematics Extension 1 Examination in 2015, 
achieving the highest band. To complement his academic 
success, Ryan has been described as “a philosophical deep 
thinker who is unassuming, well-liked and respected by staff 
and students”. 

JOEL SPRINGER – PROXIME ACCESSIT DUCI
EXCEPTIONAL THINKER
2016: UNSW School of Mathematics and Statistics Prize for 
Best Student in Mathematics
Year entered Emanuel: 2009  ATAR: 99.00

Emanuel is a school where there are many opportunities 
and positive values are encouraged. 

Joel is a curious and determined student 
for whom school was an opportunity to 
discover his interests and strengths without 
worrying about the consequences of failure, 
and a place where his values were shaped. 
Being an Emanuel student was a rewarding 
experience of self-discovery for Joel, where 
he also learnt the importance of taking 
initiative and embracing opportunities.

Joel is particularly proud of achieving a 
perfect score in HSC Mathematics Extension 1 in 2015 as 
an accelerant in Year 11. 

WHERE THE INDIVIDUAL EXCELS

CELEBRATING OUR GRADUATES
ASHER KLEIN – HEAD MADRICH
DRAMATIST AND OUTSTANDING ROLE MODEL  
2016: Awards for Academic Proficiency, Drama, Emanuel 
Writer of the Year, English Extension 1 and 2, History Extension. 
Jonathan Sesel Prize for the Student who Best Exhibits the 
Characteristics of Humility, Honesty, Integrity, Hard Work, 
Excellence, Community and Love of Emanuel School 
Year entered Emanuel: 2004 ATAR: 97.30

Emanuel is a second family, a home away 
from home. It’s a place where I can be myself 
among like-minded people. I don’t think I could 
ever forget the feeling I get here.  

Asher is an optimistic, outgoing leader with a 
twinkling sense of humour to match. As Head 
Madrich he led the student body with charisma, 
imbuing a sense of love of the School in all that 

he did and said. Asher’s outstanding dramatic skills meant that 
speeches, presentations and assemblies were always delivered 
with aplomb. He encouraged students through his love of learning 
and was always available as a mentor for younger students.

One of the fondest memories that Asher will take with him is 
the many times after Kabbalat Shabbat when the whole of High 
School would gather to dance and sing. He said: “The raw energy 
and enthusiasm at every ruach session were almost tangible”. 

Asher is particularly proud of his lead performance as Tevye, in 
the School production of Fiddler on the Roof in 2015. He also 
played a lead role in Little Shop of Horrors in 2014 and Alice 
in Wonderland in 2013. Asher’s Drama Individual Performance 
for the HSC was nominated for OnSTAGE, a presentation and 
exhibition of exemplary performances and projects by HSC 
Drama students. A teacher has described him as a mensch in 
every sense of the word, someone who thinks about things in 
unique ways and has insight beyond his years but still maintains 
a deep connection with his peers. 

JESSICA (JESS) LAX – HEAD MADRICHA
MUSICAL, COMPASSIONATE, GLOBAL CITIZEN
2016: Award for All-round Participation in the School and 
Principal’s Prize for Service to the Secondary School

Year entered Emanuel: 2011  

Emanuel means so much to me. It has 
shaped who I am today and enabled me to 
become the best possible version of myself.

Jess is a social advocate, who has 
harnessed her leadership skills for the 
betterment of others. In 2015, Jess travelled 
to Timor Leste on the inaugural Emanuel trip 
to the country. She believes that she learnt 

many invaluable lessons about herself and the world around 
her: “I think Emanuel has taught me a lot about being a global 
citizen. I’ve definitely developed a social conscience and this 
global awareness will serve me well in the future. I’ve learnt 
that it’s important to take action where I can to make even a 
small difference.”

She is an accomplished musician and her Music teacher 
holds her in high regard: “Jess did HSC Extension Music 
with a Musicology elective and wrote an excellent essay 
on the development of the relationship between Australian 
Indigenous music and contemporary Australian Art Music as 
one from appropriation to collaboration. She is an excellent 
singer and clarinetist and performed solo and in small groups 
and larger choirs throughout the year. She worked very 
hard to develop her technique and performed with style and 
sensitivity in the HSC.”

She would like to be remembered as a hard-working and 
passionate student, always willing to help out where she 
could. Jess was described by a fellow student as “ambitious 
and dedicated to so many causes. When she sets a goal, she 
strives hard to achieve it. She is considerate of others and is 
very generous with her time and friendship.”



SARA EHRLICH – SOCIAL ACTION MADRICHA
COMPASSIONATE ADVOCATE 
2016: Awards for PDHPE and Visual Arts. The State 
Parliament Member for Coogee Award for Character, 
Citizenship and Scholarship
Year entered Emanuel: 2007  ATAR: 97.90 

Emanuel is a place that is warm and nurturing. It encourages 
its students to pursue their passions, to be free-thinkers and 
responsible global citizens.

Sara describes herself as a passionate and determined 
person, who wants to initiate positive 
change in the world. This is corroborated 
by a number of teachers, who report that 
she is an outstanding role model to the 
younger students and excels in the spheres 
of leadership and community service. 
Sara has initiated a number of memorable 
social justice events, including those that 
promoted awareness of domestic violence. 
She also instigated and co-ordinated an 
Oz Harvest food collection program and 

volunteers at the Asylum Seeker Centre in Newtown. She was 
selected to represent Emanuel at the Waverley Youth Forum 
in 2015. 

Sara has many talents and has been recognised for her 
sporting and performing arts achievements. She has 
represented the School at both CDSSA and AICES levels in 
athletics and cross country and was appointed as a Griffin 
Theatre Ambassador in 2015. 

Sara discovered her love of sculpting when she was selected 
to attend the National Art School HSC Intensive Studio 
Practice in 2015. Her HSC Visual Arts Body of Work was 
nominated for ARTEXPRESS, the statewide exhibition of 
HSC students’ artworks and has also been selected as one 
of 19 works across the State to be exhibited in the 2017 NSW 
Education Standards Authority Chairperson’s Collection.

REEDE ROZOWSKY – ENVIRONMENT MADRICH
OPTIMISTIC LEADER
2016: Awards for Academic Proficiency, All-Round 
Participation, Mathematics, Mathematics Extension 1 and 
Software Design and Development
Year entered Emanuel: 2015 ATAR: 98.65 

Emanuel represents a family, one that 
provides continuous support, education 
and unconditional love.

Reede is an eternal optimist, who believes 
that passion is an essential component of 
success. He has exceptional leadership 
skills and was voted in as Environment 
Madrich within six months of joining 
Emanuel after emigrating from South 
Africa. In this capacity he arranged 

numerous student activities, including an anti-littering 
campaign and an Earth Hour event, as well as assisting 
with Randwick City Council’s World Environment Day 
celebrations. 

Reede enjoys working collaboratively and believes that  
co-operation and team work are essential life skills that 
he has learnt at Emanuel.  He is an engaged student, 
who is eager to delve deeper into his learning. A teacher 
commented that his positive, warm nature and resilience, 
coupled with his enthusiasm and kindness towards others, 
have enabled him to flourish. 

Reede is also a keen athlete and was a member of the 
tennis team in Year 12. He represented the School at 
Combined Districts Secondary Sports Association (CDSSA) 
level in discus and long jump in 2015 and 2016.
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ADAM DOCTOR – EDUCATION MADRICH
MATHEMATICAL MUSICIAN
2016: Awards for Mathematics Extension 1, Music Extension and Music 2, UNSW School of Mathematics  
and Statistics Prize for Best Student in Mathematics 
Year entered Emanuel: 2004  ATAR: 97.75

Emanuel School is a place of learning and friendship. It gave me the most joyous childhood and for that 
I am ever grateful. 

Music has been a salient highlight for Adam, who plays the guitar and mandolin. One of his proudest 
moments was playing the mandolin in the School’s production of Fiddler on the Roof, the other was attending the selective 
National Mathematics Summer School. His 2016 Mathematics and Music awards are testament to his talent and love for these 
complementary subjects. Adam says that his teachers taught him the value of Mathematics in everyday life from an early age and 
that this will enrich his life. 

Adam has been an outstanding Education Madrich and has imparted his passion for individual thought and new ideas to the entire 
High School. He challenged the students each week with a range of puzzles and conundrums and has been described by fellow 
students as having the most profound thoughts of anybody they have ever known.

When not studying, Adam could be found discovering the acoustic properties of the Brender Moss Building or flying paper 
aeroplanes over the basketball courts. His profound advice to younger students is: “If there is something that you want to be good 
at, go practise. If there is something that you want to construct, go and build it.”



SHANEE ISRAELI – HOUSE CAPTAIN SZENES
CARING LEADER
2016: Award for Community Conscience
Year entered Emanuel: 2010  

The care and passion teachers have for the students and learning is beyond amazing.

Shanee has been involved in many areas of school life and her numerous sporting achievements are to be 
commended. She has participated at representative level in cross country, touch football, football, soccer and 
netball. 

In her role as Szenes House Captain, Shanee was part of a cohesive and effective leadership team, which 
organised numerous House events. Her teachers commented that she showed initiative, authentic leadership  
and was a superb role model. 

Shanee is particularly proud of the ‘Pack to Give Back’ initiative that she conceived along with fellow Year 12 
student, Lucy Bowman. This involved collecting and packing toiletries for homeless people. Shanee’s two most 

memorable events at School were the Year 10 Chavayah Israel program and Friday morning Kabbalat Shabbat services. “I think  
that our Shabbat services are unique and really emphasise the family-oriented school that we are.”

CELEBRATING OUR GRADUATES
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DANA RUTNER – JEWISH LIFE MADRICHA
COMPASSIONATE, DEDICATED ROLE MODEL 
2016: Awards for Legal Studies and Outstanding Service to the Jewish Life of the School. Hal & Nancye Goldstein Prize for 
Communal Service    
Year entered Emanuel: 2009 ATAR: 97.75

Participating in school plays and musicals, all the camps and running Shabbat would be my ultimate highlights.

Dana was an enthusiastic Jewish Life Madricha, a caring, compassionate and thoughtful individual and 
exemplary student. She has been commended for her resilience, tenacity and dedicated involvement in school 
life. A fellow student commented that Dana helped him to connect to his Judaism in engaging and meaningful 
ways. Dana’s Tutor is impressed by Dana’s positive attitude in all that she did: “Dana carried out her duties 
as the Jewish Life Madricha in an exemplary manner and developed a wonderful rapport with the rest of the 
student body. Her involvement in countless school initiatives and extra-curricular activities has been exceptional 
and she has made a real difference in the lives of others.”  

Dana believes in taking every opportunity to participate in school life, both academically and beyond. She took 
her work experience in Year 10 a step further than most, working in a fashion house in London, writing articles 

about one of the fashion capitals of the world. She is grateful for this opportunity, which helped shape her ideas and gave her an 
insight into fashion as a possible career.

JAMIE MOHAY
COMMUNITY-ORIENTED VOLUNTEER
Year entered Emanuel: 2009  ATAR: 96.20

I learned how wonderful it is to be part of a warm and 
loving community where people are there to support one 
another.

Jamie names the highlights of her time 
at Emanuel as the Year 10 Chavayah 
Israel Program, Zionist and ski camps 
and March of the Living. She sees 
the School as a place where she has 
grown, made many life-long friends and 
learnt much about herself. She would 
like to be remembered for being kind, 
caring and respectful of others. 

Jamie believes that she has learnt about the importance 
and value of community at Emanuel. She is proud of the 
volunteer work that she has undertaken, in particular with 
Creativity Inc and the disabled people she interacted with 
during her visits there. Her teachers describe her as an 
extremely hard worker who is dedicated to achieving her 
best. 

JAMIE LATHAM – HOUSE CAPTAIN RABIN
ENTHUSIASTIC LEADER AND RESPECTED ATHLETE
2016: Mensch of the Year
Year entered Emanuel: 2003  

Emanuel is where I grew up.

Jamie’s enthusiasm for life was evident 
throughout her schooling. She was elected 
joint House Captain of Rabin, a position that 
she managed with great gusto. Her love of 
sport and, in particular, the Olympics, led 
her to planning the Emanuel Olympathon, 
which coincided with the Games. The 
complex logistics of the Olympathon, which 
involved all High School students, was a 
challenge, but Jamie’s enthusiasm and 
devotion to succeed ensured everyone had a memorable 
day. Jamie was recognised as the Athletics Age Champion for 
seven consecutive years from 2010 onwards – an exceptional 
achievement.  

Jamie has a mature outlook. When asked what she had learnt 
that she could apply to life, she commented: “Failing is OK. It’s 
the way that you deal with failure and learn from the experience 
that will help you succeed.”
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NATHANIEL KNOLL 
GIFTED AND TALENTED TRAIL BLAZER
2016: Award for Software Design and Development.  
The B’nai B’rith Singers’ Perpetual Prize for Outstanding 
Commitment to Choir
Year entered Emanuel: 2002  ATAR: 97.75

My time at Emanuel School has laid all of the foundations for 
my life.

Nathaniel has an exceptional sense of 
morality. He fervently stands up for his 
beliefs and puts concerted thought into his 
actions. He is insightful and confident and is 
an ardent believer in justice. He is especially 
proud of receiving the David Nathan Award 
for Commitment and Dedicated Service to 
the Emanuel School Community 2015. “The 
award, to me, is far more significant and 
valuable than any academic award I could 
have achieved.” 

Nathaniel excels academically and attended the National 
Mathematics Summer School this year, a selective program 
taking only 75 students. Nathaniel sat his HSC examinations in 
Mathematics (Band 6) and Mathematics Extension 1 in 2015. 

A highlight of his learning was being involved in the School’s 
Gifted and Talented (G&T) program which he believes allowed 
him to discover his passions and ambitious goals for the future. 
It gave Nathaniel a number of opportunities including that 
of being a mentor and student assistant to the Department. 
Nathaniel participated in a G&T linguistic incursion which gave 
him insight into a field of study that was beyond the syllabus. 
It is not surprising that he sees his future in the field of Gifted 
and Talented education as a teacher and as an advocate for 
improving Australia’s outlook and performance in this area.

JACOB RIESEL – HOUSE CAPTAIN RABIN
SOCIAL ADVOCATE 
2016: President’s Prize for Community Service and 
Citizenship and Joint Winner of the Rabbi Fox Scholarship
Year entered Emanuel: 2004  ATAR: 91.80

Emanuel School has taught me how to value community.

Jacob has committed himself to Tikkun 
Olam (repairing the world). In Year 10 
this was acknowledged by the School’s 
Community Award for Contribution to 
Australian Society. In Year 11 his selfless 
service was rewarded by being named 
National Youth Winner of B’nai B’rith and 
receiving th eJNF Jewish Changemaker 
Award for Contribution to Australian 
Society. Jacob’s peers recognise his 
dedication, describing him as having a passion to support 
those less fortunate.

In 2013 Jacob travelled to Thailand with a social justice 
group from Emanuel Synagogue where he taught English 
to children in impoverished areas. He also volunteered with 
White Knights, an organisation that helps teach rugby and 
soccer to children with autism and Downs Syndrome. Jacob 
visited Neve Michael, an organisation in Israel that cares for 
abused children. He volunteered twice with the organisation, 
once with his family and subsequently with March of the 
Living.

Jacob is highly respected by his teachers and peers.  
As joint Rabin House Captain his co-ordination of and 
involvement in House events showed the students he is a 
strong role model. A teacher described him as an extremely 
positive social influence within the year group. 

EXCEPTIONAL ACCELERANTS (YEAR 11 2016)
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HSC TOP ACHIEVER

Jake Green
9th in the State  
in Business Studies

Amy Altman
Mathematics: 
Band 6

Erik Unger
Mathematics: 
Band 6

Ethan Cohen
Industrial Technology 
Multimedia:  
Band 6

Sophie Doctor
Mathematics: 
Band 6



Table One
Subjects

Emanuel 
Candidature

Emanuel 
% Band 6

State 
% Band 6

Emanuel 
% Band 5

State 
% Band 5

Emanuel 
Average 

Mark

State 
Average 

Mark
Ancient History 15 53.33 8.21 26.66 22.47 87.56 71.16
Biology 6 16.66 8.72 66.66 26.39 83.63 73.71
Business Studies 22 31.81 8.81 31.81 25.52 81.91 73.21
Chemistry 9 22.22 9.65 22.22 31.29 77.96 75.59
Drama 8 87.50 14.31 12.50 28.29 91.15 77.83
Economics 22 18.18 13.85 45.45 31.35 77.27 76.55
English Standard 12 0.00 0.85 33.33 12.54 74.73 68.70
English Advanced 53 18.86 15.39 66.03 46.53 84.82 80.72
French Continuers 4 0.00 29.78 50.00 35.55 76.90 82.11
Geography 8 0.00 8.35 62.50 32.58 77.83 74.73
Legal Studies 21 9.52 12.07 57.14 30.20 80.71 75.01
Mathematics General 2 18 22.22 5.31 44.44 20.32 80.58 68.51
Mathematics 31 35.48 23.13 35.48 29.38 84.24 77.84
Modern Hebrew Continuers 5 80.00 65.21 20.00 32.60 89.04 90.51
Modern History 7 42.85 9.33 42.85 31.51 85.37 74.45
Music 1 5 100.00 18.41 0.00 44.33 92.00 80.91
Music 2 2 50.00 34.44 50.00 55.09 88.60 86.97
PDHPE 15 26.66 11.10 33.33 23.31 81.68 72.13
Physics 7 42.85 8.32 28.57 21.62 83.94 72.65
Society and Culture 14 21.42 13.71 64.28 34.47 85.37 77.48
Software Design and Development 7 28.57 10.80 42.85 22.52 85.34 74.63
Studies of Religion II 10 30.00 9.20 60.00 38.74 86.58 75.58
Visual Arts 13 38.46 14.09 46.15 40.29 86.75 79.55

Table Two
Extension Subjects

Emanuel 
Candidature

Emanuel 
% E4

State 
% E4

Emanuel 
% E3

State 
% E3

Emanuel 
Average/Unit 

State 
Average/Unit

English Extension 1 8 25.00 35.31 75.00 59.63 40.85 41.91
English Extension 2 3 33.33 18.11 66.66 61.24 39.50 38.47
History Extension 5 0.00 21.54 100.00 59.05 39.88 38.93
Mathematics Extension 1 18 22.22 33.03 61.11 46.34 39.58 39.84
Mathematics Extension 2 7 42.85 32.00 42.85 53.34 41.92 40.52
Music Extension 2 100.00 51.87 0.00 41.72 45.85 43.17

Definitions for Table One:
Emanuel and State Averages  marked out of 100
Band 6    mark of 90 or above
Band 5    mark of 80 - 89

Definitions for Table Two:
Emanuel and State Averages  marked out of 50
E4    mark of 45 or above
E3    mark of 35 - 45
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